YOU ASKED AND WE LISTENED: THE WORLD'S FIRST AND BEST ALL-IN-ONE PAPER BASED VOTING TERMINAL.

The innovative ImageCast Evolution provides both accessible ballot scanning and accessible ballot marking solutions in one exceptional integrated device.
DEDICATED TO MAKING YOUR ELECTION A SUCCESS.

Our knowledgeable experts are as valuable as the technology we provide you.

• We will provide service that’s timely, professional, experienced and helpful
• We will do whatever you need, whenever you need it – to ensure you are satisfied

Dominion’s industry leading project management services – from Pre-planning to Post election auditing

**ImageCast Evolution**

*Designed to meet the needs of our customers and their voters. Backed by our dedicated Dominion support team.*

**SUPPORT**

- SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THE IDEAL VOTING EXPERIENCE FOR ALL USERS (VOTERS AND VOTING PROFESSIONALS ALIKE)
- Highly configurable and customizable interface and behaviour settings.
- AuditCast™ ballot image auditing capability
- Developed against VVSG 2007 NI (next iteration).
- Multi-lingual audio-visual support for each voter.
- Dual redundant compact flash memory cards
- Optional tabulator status signal poll
- Three-inch thermal printer.
- Adjustable screen angles.
- Accessible to all voters, with Audio Tactile Interface (ATI) and off-the-shelf headphones

**SIMPLE**

- SIMPLE AND POWERFUL; IT JUST WORKS
- A single voting terminal that provides all that voters need to cast their vote
- An intuitive and precinct-level tabulation solution
- 2 machines in one, offers both optical ballot scanning and ballot marking solutions.
- Provides Ballot review, second chance voting and accessible voting, all at one terminal

**SECURE**

- STATE OF THE ART SECURITY FOR ADDED PEACE OF MIND
- Integrated hardware and software ballot security features
- Access port security indicators
- Security access door intrusion switches and interface port security status indicators
- Integrated privacy shield and screen cover